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I. Introduction 
The intensity increase in big accelerators gives space-charge problems 
an ever growing importance and the usual approach where spacecharge 
is considered as a slight perturbation is no longer necessarily 
justified. 
A general treatment of the problem has been made by I. M. 
Kapchinskij and V. V. Vladimirskij [1959]. In their work is studied in 
detail the case of continuous deams of uniform density in cross section. 
The authors have shown that the corresponding charge distribution in a 
four dimensional phase space is a surface distribution on an hyperellipsoid. 
Such a distribution is improbable physically, so other types, uniform 
or gaussian in hyperellipsoidal symmetry, have since been considered. These 
yield non-uniform density in beam cross section and hence non-linear 
space-charge forces. The study then made was, however, usually limited 
to a first order linear approximation or if non-linear terms were introduced the hyperellipsoidal symmetry was often retained (Montague [1968]), 
making the problem non-self-consistent. 
A new approach to the stationary state problem has been recently 
undertaken, while in parallel a study was made of the non-linear spaeecharge 
effects (Taylor, Davies, Tanguy [1969])*. 
2. Charge Distribution for an Infinite Intensity 
In the numerical compntation by P. Tanguy [1969] referred to 
just above, the case initailly considered was a simple drift and various 
nitial charge distribntions of high intensity in the four dimensional 
phase space were introduced. It appeared soon that whatever the initial 
* Reported at this Conference. 
distribution, the density in the beam cross section was very quickly 
becoming more uniform, presenting a plateau sometimes surrounded by 
a rim. In an earlier work, J. Blewett [1959] had already found a similar 
result while he was using the hydrodynamical flow approximation where 
the beam has a zero emittance. 
That remark leads one to think that the non-linear character of 
space-charge forces (Lapostolle et a1. [1968]) could perhaps justify 
quasi-uniform cross section distributions for more general and maybe 
physical four dimensional distributionas than the Kapchinskij Vladimirskij 
one. Thus one found the self-consistent infinite intensity situation schematized in Figure 1. 
There is shown on the left part which refers to a circular beam, the 
distribution ρ(r), the space-charge radial field Esc, a focusing field Ef assumed 
linear and of such a strength as to just counteract the space-charge 
field in the interior of the beam, the total field Et and the corresponding 
potential V(r). This potential is flat inside the beam and surrounded by 
a steep wall, vertical for an infinite intensity. 
The same situation would also appear for a non-circular beam and 
the right part of Figure 1 shows the motion of a particle inside an elliptic 
beam and a corresponding two dimensional phase space projection. 
One can see that such a distribution is selfconsistênt if the velocity 
distrubution is uniform and isotropic. The corresponding four dimensional 
phase space distribution is then uniform and limited by two cylinders 
defining the beam cross section and velocity distributions: it is 
clear that this velocity distribution is independent of the beam and conversely 
a particle of a given velocity can reach any point in the beam 
(these remarks justify the cylindrical character). 
Trying to extend this solution to the case of non-infinite intensity, 
it was then found (Lapostolle [1969a]) that there was a linear relation 
between density and potential in the case of a uniform 4 dimensional 
phase space density with isotropic velocity distribution so that a self-consistent 





where e. ε0 and m have the usual meaing, ρ(0) and vmax(0) are the 
density and the maximal velocity amplitude on the axis. 
A simimlar equation to (1) holds for the density distribution ρ. 
3. Properties of the Charge Distribution in a Circular Beam 
In the case of circular symmetry (I) is the Bessel function equation 
and if R is the total beam radius, 




ρf can be seen to be the uniform density of charge which would produce 
a space-charge field exactly equal and opposite to the focusing field. 
The linear charge inside radius r and the total linear charge transported 
by the beam are given by 






The velocity distribution g(v) can be expressed in a parametric 
form through the parameter r by 
g(v2) ~ πr2, πv2~ρ(r2) 
Similarly, 
G(v2)= ∫g(v2)dv2= πρf, 
I0(kR) 
[ R2I2(kR)-r2l2(kr) 
The distributions ρ(r2) and g(v2) are shown on Figure 2 for various 
intensities through the parameter kR. For small kR, the distribution is 
of the hyperellipsoidal type whichis the case of negligible space-charge. For 
very large kR one finds the distribution described in section 2. 
In practice k2 is proportional to the four dimensional transverse 
beam brightness. If is independent of the way the beam is matched 
and changes with energy as β-1. It is at low energy and in particular 
near the source that k is large, k is also infinite for an hydrodynamic 
flow. 
The most important parameter, however, is kR: for a beam of given 
emittance, space-charge is more important if the radius is large and 
vice-versa; taking ihe beam envelope equatian as described by Kapshinskij 
and Vladimirskij the form given at the Dubna Conference, (Lapostolle [1963]), 






one can see that 
4δ2k2R2 (9) 
The value of kR fixes the relative share of emittance (1/u3) and spacecharge 
(δ/u) in envelope oscillation equation. 







where QL is the Lasslett Q shift computed for the full radius R and 
full charge q(R) given in (5) and Q0 is the Q without space-charge 
(corresponding to ρf) (see Figure 3). 
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4. Comparison with the Numerical Computation—Developments 
Computations have been made for beams of 100 mA, 750 keV and 
of various emittances with diameters around 15 mm and semi-angular 
divergences of a few milliradians as can be obtained from present preinjectors. 
For such beams kR is around 10. 
The first result of these computations is that the previous distri­
butions exist in practice and the charges either take or oscillate around 
the distribution defined by ρf and R according to (5), The frequency of 
oscillations is approximately the frequency of envelope oscillations as 
computed previously (Lapostolle [1963]). But these "distribution"oscillations 
are not simple, some beating phenomena appearing between the 
center and the edge of the beam (possibly due to several modes as 
shown by Sacherer [1968]). By a proper choice of the focusing field 
strength it is possible to minimize these oscillations. Empirically this 
minimum seems to occur when the initial and average final distributions 
ρo(r) and ρ1,(r) and their space-charge field E0(t) and E1(r) are such that 
∫E1(r)ρl(r)dr= ∫E0(r)ρo(r)dr 
In fact this kind of "matching"only concerns the density distributions 
ρ and not the velocity distributions (6) which cannot always be 
simultaneously satisfied. 
This raises the question of other distributions corresponding to 
nonuniform four dimensional densities. This problem has been treated by 
M. Promé [1969] and the solution can also be easily obtained with the 
above approach for the case of a gaussian velocity distribution: for a 
veloctty distribution in e-v2/, the density ρ is given by (Lapostolle 
[1969b]) 
[Log ρ(r)] + 2e 
ε0mv
2 [ ρf-P(r) ]=0 (11) 
one solution of which is given by a dashed curve on figure 2*. It appears 
that for a high intensity, the central distribution is practically the 
same in the two cases. Figure 4 shows what becomes an initially 
gaussian densiiy distribution along a focusing sistem: there are given 
the integral q(r2) for which the initial distribution appears as an exponential; 
apart from the early beginning of the motion the density then 
oscillates inside the shaded area around a curve which corresponds 
approximately to (4)**. 
A general conclusion of these results is that high intensity beams 
tend to adopt a density distribution which cancels the focusing forces in 
such a way as to leave a free motion inside the beam, pushing all the 
* The numerical solutions have been computed by M. Promé to whom are 
given acknowledgements. 
** Dr. M. Weiss is acknowledged for the help he provided in these computations. 
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focusing action to the edges only. This has been confirmed by the 
computation of a case with non-linear focusing where non-uniform densities 
appeared of such a value as to counteract the non-linear as well 
as the linear focusing terms. 
5. Conclusions 
High intensity low energy continuously focused beams behave more 
like an hydrodynamic flow than according to an hyperellipsoidal model; 
non-circular symmetry problems are now studied.to treat practical cases. 
As soon as the beam enters an RF accelerator (linac), bunches are 
created and a 3 (and 6) dimensional problem should be treated. The 
same general conclusions must apply. 
In a synchrotron, according to Figure 3, the parameter kR is usually 
small. The non-linear character of space-charge effect may, however, play 
a role in intensity limitations; the new limit being then given in terms 
of Q/Q is independent of half integral resonance effects. 
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Д И С К У С С И Я 
Капчинский: Ранее нами были рассмотрены три различных стационарных рас-
пределения плотности в четырехмерном фазовом пространстве: 
микроканоническое распределение 
п=n0δ(Н-Н0) 
"вырожденное" распределение n={ n0 , 
Н≤Н0 
0 , н>н0 
каноническое распределение 
n=n0е-н/н0 
Здесь Н -гамильтониан частицы. При малых плотностях в фазовом простран-
стве распределения плотности заряда по сечению пучка во всех трех случаях раз-
личны. Однако, в пределе, при безграничном увеличении фазовой плотности все эти 
фазовые распределения приводят к равномерному распределению плотности заряда 
по сечению пучка. При этом во всем диапазоне изменения фазовой плотности от 
нуля до бесконечности, радиус пучка в заданных фокусирующих полях с точностью 
8-10% не зависит от вида стационарного распределения. 
Кошкарев: Рассмотрены следующие стационарные функции распределения, 
которые дают равномерное распределение заряда по сечению пучка или при-
водят к линейным уравнениям для потенциала самосогласованного поля: 
Число степеней p=const U=dU 
свободы 
1 пс = Hmax [1] 
n 
= √ Н m - H n0 √Hmax-H n0 
2 
n 
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Кузнецов: На практике приходится иметь дело С нестационарными фазовыми 
распределениами. Эти распределения неоднократно исследовались численными ме-
тодами (К. Тейлор, В. Кузнецов и др.) Из аналитических расчетов, выполненных 
И. М. Капчинским, следует что макроскопические параметры пучка при различных 
стационарных распределениях мало отличаются друг от друга. Этот же вывод, как 
следует из проведеных нами Численных расчетов, относится и к нестационарным 
распределениям. Поэтому многие оценки можно получить, исходя из наиболее 
простых аналитических расчетов. Однако, численные методы позволяют обнару-
жить такие тонкие эффекты, как нелинейные искажения фазового объема. 
Fig. 1. left: distribuions for a very dense circular beam. 
Right; motion in an elliptic-ea; of infinite intensity. 
Fig. 2• Distributions in a circualar beam. 
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Fig. 3. Lasslett Q shift Versus Space-Charge Parameter. 
Fig. 4. Oscillations of an initially gaussian distribution. 
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